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Abstract—The object of this paper is to present the main results achieved during the first fifteen months of the 6th framework European Union integrated research project PULSERS [1], regarding Ultra Wide Band (UWB) Medium Access Control (MAC) and network layer issues for low data rate with location and tracking (LDR-LT) applications. Various intended UWB system architectures and their key requirements and parameters are introduced. For such systems, potential MAC schemes and network solutions are illustrated and discussed. New ideas about wireless UWB access, synchronization, resource allocation, and topology management are also presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultra wide band (UWB) capabilities allow for precise real-time localization features that are unreachable with conventional narrowband systems, making UWB a best-fit alternative specifically for low data rate (LDR) indoor/outdoor positioning and location tracking (LT) applications. Such applications are considered as an excellent way to improve productivity and optimise resource usage when applied to industrial, healthcare, commercial and military environments. The narrow pulses used by UWB location systems enable them to make accurate signal measurements, allowing centimetre-level positioning even in the presence of severe multipath interference. In such a context, one of the main challenges that have still to be solved for the commercial success of UWB LDR-LT applications is the development of efficient and low-cost solutions for both the medium access control (MAC) and the networking.

Regarding MAC design for LDR-LT systems, different proposal have been presented in the recent past for IR-UWB networks, such as: i) the uncoordinated, wireless, and baseborn MAC for UWB networks [2], named (UWB)2, which is based on the Aloha approach for medium sharing; ii) the fully distributed self-balanced receiver-oriented MAC protocol for ad-hoc UWB networks [3], named SEBROMA, iii) the resource control algorithm for distributed UWB networks which was first proposed in [4], and then extended in [5] and [6], iv) the sustained link networks (SLN) scheme proposed in [7], in which full-duplex connections are achieved thanks to the low duty cycle property of IR, v) the distributed MAC protocol for very low power UWB ad hoc networks described in [8], vi) the UWB MAC protocol for both best effort and real-time transmissions proposed in [9], and vii) the multiple access scheme adopted by the ZigBee technology [10], which is based on the same frame structure that is adopted in the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol.

Regarding the design of the network layer for LDR-LT applications, a UWB-specific position-based and energy-efficient routing algorithm was proposed in [11]. In addition, routing issues for UWB ad hoc networks have been also addressed in [12].

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the application scenarios for LDR-LT systems that have been identified in the scope of the PULSERS project. For such scenarios, basic MAC and network solutions are proposed in Section III and IV, respectively. Concluding remarks are presented in Section V.

II. PULSERS LDR-LT SCENARIOS AND REQUIREMENTS

A. Application scenarios

A wide variety of UWB application scenarios have been identified and fully described in PULSERS project [13]. In particular, Intelligent Wireless Area Network (IWAN), Sensor Positioning and Identification Network (SPIN) and Wireless indoor/outdoor Tag Network have been identified as the main LDR-LT application environments in the scope of PULSERS, with UWB enabled devices such as PCs, PDAs, base stations, tags and sensors involved. From the initial set of scenarios proposed in [13], a strict selection has been carried out to identify the three most promising ones in terms of interest, demand and market volume estimates [14]:

- Positioning in hospitals. This scenario comprises a long-range asset and people real-time tracking system, designed to allow finding hospital equipment and personnel rapidly. The system is made of a UWB monitoring system (fixed base stations covering the full hospital area), of UWB tags attached to key stuff and equipment and of appropriate
software interfaces allowing the tracking of all people and items or certain selected items from a simple search window on a PDA or handheld device.

- **Industrial production chain enhancement.** UWB technology is considered a suitable candidate to enhance and improve the different stages in the industrial production chain, from warehouse tracking and smart shelf management to production line monitoring. In such a scenario, warehouse tracking and smart shelf management are enabled making use of UWB tags, electronic reconfigurable identifiers able to transmit information related to the tagged object (product code, production date, storage date) and communicate locally or remotely with a server, therefore allowing stock management and high-accuracy product tracking in a storage facility or a supermarket. For industrial monitoring purposes, UWB transmitters are attached to each machine in the production line thus enabling continuous status monitoring with localization features in case a fault is detected.

- **Environmental Protection Sensor Networks.** This scenario aims at monitoring, tracking and taking care of protected animal species by means of UWB tags carried by the animals themselves in close communication with a network of interconnected control nodes spread all over the area and linked to a central collector station. A similar multi-hop network architecture can be applied for early fire detection in forests.

Cost will be a critical factor for UWB adoption in the above application scenarios. The key driver is the minimum additional materials cost for adding wireless communication functionality. Profit margins will require much higher volume production and unit (chip) costs should reach the €1 boundary to ensure real market penetration for UWB enabled devices. A wide variety of devices will be involved; PDAs, PCs and their peripherals could be again the first embedding UWB chips (€10-€20). The role of low-power and low cost UWB sensors and tags will be decisive and consequently, their cost evolution will be critical for LDR-LT solutions market adoption. It can be therefore inferred that UWB location and tracking capability allows the deployment of innovative services which might lead the way for mass UWB technology adoption. All the scenarios under analysis have positive sides, which might open up significant revenue streams for manufacturers and service providers.

**B. Requirements**

One of the main priorities for the system design is to keep the target cost as low as possible. UWB devices operating in the above application scenarios, however, shall cope with high noise and multipath interference environments. In terms of mobility, walking speed (<2m/s) will be considered for mobile items to be monitored and tracked. Demanding location requirements have been envisaged in the order of 10s cm accuracy and around 1m for longer link distance.

Due to the fact that many applications are oriented to scenarios subject to strict regulations such as a hospital, the lowest possible electromagnetic exposure of human body and interference with other devices shall be guaranteed. Emitted power is intended to be low with regulatory constraints and so is power consumption, thus enabling battery life to last for several months. Achievable mean data rates of 10Kbps (1Kbps minimum, 100Kbps maximum) shall be provided by the UWB physical layer.

Regarding network requirements, ad-hoc and infrastructure (based on access points at known locations) topologies with up to 100 nodes and multi-point to point connectivity flow have been defined for the proposed scenarios. The access protocol could be centralized or distributed. Relaying capability is also to be implemented. Values for aggregated throughput around 1Mbps should be reached. In terms of QoS, a need for real time communications has been detected as well as for accurate synchronization of nodes for precise localization.

**III. MAC SOLUTIONS FOR LDR-LT APPLICATIONS**

In this section, we describe the main topics which were subject of investigation in the design of a MAC protocol for LDR-LT systems.

**A. Medium Sharing**

An UWB-specific solution for medium sharing in LDR networks was investigated in PULSERS. This solution is based on the peculiar property of pulse-based LDR UWB systems to verify very low duty cycle factors for each transmitter in the network. For such a scenario, a novel analytical method for modeling multi user interference (MUI) at the physical layer, named the pulse collision (PC) model, was developed [16]. As a general concept, it can be shown in fact that for LDR networks a model of interference based on probability of collision between pulses is in better agreement with simulation results with respect to the Standard Gaussian Approximation (SGA) typically assumed in MUI modeling. When evaluating the BER through [16], it can be easily verified that in the case of LDR-LT scenarios, the huge bandwidth adopted for transmissions translates in very short, rare pulses, and thus in a low probability of collisions between pulses emitted by different terminals. As consequence, reference scenarios for LDR-LT applications are characterized by low probabilities of collisions at the pulse level, and as such by low probabilities of collision at the packet level even in the presence of a few dozens of coexisting asynchronous transmissions. Under the hypothesis of low probability of packet error, the access to the medium can be heavily simplified. The most straightforward solution is an ALOHA-like medium sharing strategy combined with TH-CDMA, as investigated in [2]. In this approach, devices transmit in an uncoordinated fashion, relying on the resilience to MUI offered by UWB for achieving correct reception in presence of multiple simultaneous links. If Time Hopping – Impulse Radio (TH-IR) is the selected transmission technique, TH – Code Division Multiple Access (TH-CDMA) is a natural choice for multiple access. Under this hypothesis, two components cooperate in determining the robustness of to
MUI: i) the low duty cycle of emitted signals, and ii) the association of different TH-Codes to different links. With regard to the duty cycle of emitted signals, the range of data rates foreseen for the LDR-LT scenarios leads to a time between two consecutive pulses emitted by a device which is in the order of $10^7/10^8$ s, with an average duration of emitted pulses typically on the order of $10^{10}$ s. Theoretical duty cycle of the signals can be thus as low as $10^6$. The adoption of TH-CDMA can introduce an additional degree of freedom, since the effect of pulse collisions is further reduced by the adoption of different codes on different links. CDMA is a well-known solution for wireless networks, and its application to ad hoc networking has been widely investigated, as already described in Section II. In [2] a hybrid solution based on the combination of a common TH code for transmitting signaling information, and transmitter-unique TH codes for transferring data has been investigated. This solution increases system robustness against MUI and allows terminals to listen on a single TH code in the idle mode. In addition, the exchange of packets between transmitter and receiver in order to set up the data transmission can enable a simple ranging procedure, based on the three way exchange that is presented in Fig. 1. According to Fig. 1, transmitter Tx and receiver Rx set up a data transmission by exchanging a Link Establishment (LE) packet. The LE packet is transmitted on the common TH code. After the reception of the LE packet, the intended receiver Rx waits for a fixed time $\Delta$ and then replies with a Link Confirm (LC) packet. The LC packet is generated by applying the unique TH-code associated to Tx. Finally, a DATA packet is generated by Tx with the proper TH-code. Such a handshake allows the determination of the distance $d$ between Tx and Rx to both the devices involved in the communication. The $d$ value that is estimated by Tx is given by:

$$d = c \frac{t_s - t_0 - \Delta}{2}$$

where $c$ is the speed of light. The same distance is estimated by Rx as follows:

$$d = c \frac{t_3 - t_1 - \Delta}{2}$$

It should be noted that, even in the case TH-CDMA is not adopted, the low duty cycle of emitted signals could by itself guarantee the requested robustness to MUI. This is a possibility which could be taken into account especially for very low-cost devices, such as RF Tags. Under the hypothesis of not having TH-CDMA, the LE/LC/DATA handshake for the exchange of information on the adopted TH code is no longer mandatory. Nevertheless, the handshake is still required in order to support the ranging procedure described in [2]. The availability of such a procedure at the MAC level may allow the set up of a database of distances that can be used by upper layers, for example for positioning purposes. It also allows taking into account the effect of the LE/LC handshake on network performance, in terms of generated interference.

Performance of the LDR MAC described above was evaluated by simulation of different propagation scenarios. For each scenario, we compared a pure Aloha strategy with a slotted Aloha strategy, in order to check if the higher performance which is guaranteed by slotted Aloha in narrowband networks is also present in UWB networks, where the negative impact of packet collisions is reduced by the high processing gain.

Figures 2 and 3 show the results of simulation for both line of sight (LOS) and non line of sight (NLOS) propagation scenarios. Performance of the proposed solution is expressed in terms of throughput (Fig.3) and transmission delay (Fig.4) vs. the number of active terminals in the network. These results were obtained considering UWB devices randomly deployed within an area of 50m×50m, and a transmission range for each device equal to 70m (full network connectivity). Devices transmit data packets of 2100 bits (each one including 100 bits of synchronization trailer) at the rate of 10kb/s. Packets are generated through a Poisson process, and for each packet a uniform distribution is applied for selecting the destination node.

Figure 2 shows that slotted Aloha leads to a slightly higher value of throughput with respect to a pure Aloha medium sharing strategy. This confirms that for LDR UWB networks the MUI resilience guaranteed by UWB is good enough to potentially allow for reliable transmissions. As one could expect, the gap between the two strategies increases as the number of terminals (and as a consequence the offered traffic) increases. Also note in Fig.2 that LOS and NLOS scenarios are characterized by comparable results; this is justified by the fact that in both scenarios MUI is the main cause of packet errors.

If the advantage of slotted Aloha over pure Aloha is not significant in terms of throughput, we can derive from Fig. 3 that the slotted Aloha approach leads in average to a higher transmission delay. This is due to the fact that in pure Aloha a packet is sent immediately, as soon as it is inserted in the queue, and thus in absence of high packet error rates, the delay is limited to the packet transmission time over the channel.
B. MAC organization

Two main approaches are possible regarding network organization at the MAC level: i) a flat MAC structure where all devices perform the same actions, without any neither local nor global coordinating device, or ii) a clustered MAC structure, where a subgroup of devices controls the management of the remaining devices, which are organized in clusters around the coordinators. As an example, the solution proposed by the IEEE in the 802.15.4 standard and adopted in [10] relies on a clustered MAC structure, in which devices organize themselves in WPANs managed by a coordinator. The coordinator defines a superframe divided into time slots, which allow devices in the WPAN to access the medium adopting a slotted CSMA-CA protocol within the superframe boundaries. The decision of adopting a clustered architecture requires the definition of dedicated procedures for election of cluster coordinators and for cluster maintenance: this constitutes an overhead compared to the case of a flat network. Furthermore, the definition of clusters poses a problem of scalability in the network, since communication within devices in different clusters is normally made more difficult. This aspect should be taken into account when defining both MAC and network aspects, since it could limit the feasibility of range extension techniques based on relaying.

On the other hand, the adoption of a clustered MAC structure could simplify the execution of several tasks demanded to the MAC, such as: i) association and de-association of network nodes, ii) scheduling, and iii) power-saving. More in general, a clustered MAC structure improves the execution of all those tasks which benefit for the knowledge of the status of more than one device.

Medium sharing techniques based on a random access approach are compatible with a clustered MAC structure, as shown by the choice of IEEE of proposing a combination of clustered structure and random access based on CSMA-CA for the 802.15.4 standard. The selection of a clustered MAC structure is straightforward in the presence of a scheduling algorithm for the medium sharing. Although distributed scheduling protocols can be defined, the coordinator of a cluster is generally favored for scheduling data transmissions of all devices in its cluster, thus simplifying the scheduling task. The ALOHA-like solution for the medium sharing that has been presented in Section III.A perfectly fits both the flat and clustered MAC structure, and provides thus the highest flexibility in network organization.

C. Power Saving

The tight requirements on device autonomy presented in Section II demand for effective power-saving schemes at the MAC layer, in order to assure an efficient use of available power. The problem of power management has been already faced for existing WLAN standards and for sensor networks [17]-[19]. As an example, the Power-Aware Multiple Access protocol with Signaling for ad-hoc networks (PAMAS) [18] is based on the assumption that a CSMA-CA approach is adopted at the MAC level, and it achieves power saving by minimizing the time a terminal spends in idle state without neither transmitting nor receiving. The main idea behind PAMAS is that when a node detects the channel as busy thanks to Carrier Sensing, it goes in sleep mode rather than waste power in idle mode without being able of exchanging data packets. Differently from PAMAS, the LEACH protocol [19] assumes a cluster-oriented network and a TDMA-based medium access strategy within each cluster. The adoption of pre-determined Time Slot allocations within the frame, and of a rigid star topology for data exchange, heavily simplifies the problem of power management and allows obtaining significant power savings without performance losses.

Both the above solutions are based on specific assumptions regarding network topology or application scenarios, and do not provide a general solution to the problem of power management. Requirements imposed for the single LDR-LT device, on the contrary, suggest a MAC solution which should be capable of dealing with different scenarios and network topologies. Such an issue can be addressed by allowing the MAC to trade dynamically system performance with power consumption for the devices. As an example, we can consider a scenario characterized by very low traffic but stringent requirements on latency, as is the case of a sensor network for early fire detection in forests. In this case, the requirement for long device autonomy would call for a very low duty cycle of the devices and for the selection of random access without the
burden of setting up a frame by means of periodic beacons, given the very low traffic. On the other hand, this would translate in a potentially high latency due to the difficulty of synchronizing the devices without any common time reference: if such latency was incompatible with traffic requirements, this would necessarily lead to the choice of adopting an scheduled medium sharing approach based either on a regular time structure or on devices with higher duty cycles, thus at the price of a reduced power saving.

D. Synchronization

The synchronization task can be divided into three distinct operations: i) common timing reference synchronization, ii) frame synchronization, and iii) clock synchronization.

The common timing reference synchronization is implemented in synchronous networks in order to align different devices to a common timing reference. Such an operation is necessary in the presence of a time-based medium access scheme, such as TDMA or slotted ALOHA, and is generally achieved by introducing a superframe structure at the MAC level. In a centralized synchronous network, the coordinator sends out a periodic beacon that enables the other nodes to synchronize to the coordinator. In a distributed synchronous network, each node uses a dedicated timeslot of the superframe for periodically sending its own beacon, which is used for informing its neighbors about the own knowledge of the superframe structure. In an asynchronous network there is no common timing reference and there is no superframe structure. In that case, if a communication is to be initialized, the synchronization operation reduces to frame synchronization, and is performed on-the-fly. Hybrid modes may also exist in the case of distributed networks. In this case, devices maintain a rough synchronization with respect to the superframe structure. They occasionally readjust their synchronization to the distributed superframe, e.g., after power down mode. This is interesting for low power applications, such as the ones mentioned in Section II.

Frame synchronization is required at each receiver for detecting incoming packets and separating protocol overhead from user data. Such an operation is always required, regardless of the adopted network topology configuration. Even in the presence of a common timing reference among devices, the synchronization accuracy is usually not precise enough for the demodulation operation. Frame synchronization can be achieved by sending a trailer especially dedicated to synchronization, prior to sending the actual data packet [2].

Clock synchronization is required at each receiver in order to avoid a decrease in performance for the demodulation process at the end of the packet. Clock synchronization could be omitted in the case where data packets are short and the clock specifications are tight enough so that clock drift does not impact the demodulation performance. To avoid clock synchronization is very interesting for LDR systems, where power saving and low complexity are key design parameters. In fact, even if the very low cost target reflects into the availability of imprecise and drifting oscillators, with LDR applications one can transmit longer synchronization trailers and shorter data packets because of the reduced amount of data to be transmitted.

IV. NETWORK SOLUTIONS FOR LDR-LT APPLICATIONS

Based on preliminary studies [21] and a literature review work on standardization activities, the development of a new complete proprietary software solution over UWB MAC and physical layers has been not considered an advantageous approach. In particular, a proprietary solution for the network layer would not contribute much to UWB becoming widespread, since interoperability issues could arise among UWB manufacturers and companies. Consequently, preliminary attempts were made in order to select a set of features for defining a higher layer architecture model suitable for the scope of PULSERS LDR-LT applications. In the field of LDR-LT user applications (see Section II), highly demanding constraints are given by the processing and memory resources of the devices. For such a scenario, three potential candidates have been recognized to be adapted and applied to the scope of PULSERS LDR-LT applications:

- **Bluetooth** [22]. Bluetooth has been developed as a complete connectivity solution, with a set of profiles supported by a full open standard protocol stack. There is a general feeling in the Bluetooth community about UWB being the next transport layer for current Bluetooth profiles, since some of the usage scenarios overlap for both technologies. Bluetooth based profiling over UWB PHY and MAC harnesses the strength and availability of the Bluetooth software stack and would avoid proprietary developments as much as possible. Since most of Bluetooth profiles were designed to target low data rate applications, it could be reasonable to apply them to PULSERS LDR-LT applications. In particular, Bluetooth Local Positioning Profile was thought to be applied to LDR-LT platforms, given the amount of potential applications making use of this capability. Although the feasibility of Bluetooth for sensors networks has been put into question due to the complexity of its protocol stack, the release of several flexible open source implementations has encouraged some members of the research community to develop Bluetooth based sensor networks, with interesting results. On the other hand, it has been recently announced that the Bluetooth SIG and some UWB developers will work together to combine the strengths of both technologies in order to enable high-speed applications, reduce fragmentation and bring organizations together for the greater good of short range wireless technologies [23],[24]. The ultimate goal of such a trendy approach is to work towards an architecture that allows devices to take advantage of UWB data rates for scenarios requiring that speed while maintaining backward compatibility with both existing Bluetooth devices on the market and future products not requiring the higher data rate.
Zigbee [25]. The Zigbee Alliance has recently ratified its first specification for a complete software stack over IEEE 802.15.4 PHY and MAC for low rate and low power connections, which are mainly targeted to remote monitoring, remote control as well as sensory network applications. At this moment, Zigbee architecture has not reached enough maturity yet, but the great interest shown by manufacturers is likely to speed up its development in the short term. The main advantage of Zigbee lies in the lightness of its protocol stack, around 32 kb for a full implementation, and its profile application oriented structure. The main difficulty in developing a higher layer architecture based on Zigbee profiles lies in the fact that this is an industry standard not released to the public at the moment. Network, transport and application layers should be therefore replaced by proprietary implementation. This would entail almost a full implementation of new stack, which is not considered the best approach, as it has been previously stated in this section.

UPnP [26]. The strength of UPnP lies mainly in its effectiveness for service discovery purposes. UPnP architecture leverages TCP/IP, and convergence with Web Services is also foreseen in the near future. One of the main advantages of UPnP is that it is open to the public and can be easily implemented. However, in order to successfully place UPnP architecture model onto PULSERS PHY and MAC layers, an additional adaptation layer should be included in the protocol stack in order to sticks the MAC layer upper interface to the IP layer lower interface, with significant efforts on the development of proprietary software.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented MAC and networking concepts and solutions for UWB LDR-LT applications. Several UWB system architectures and their key requirements and parameters were summarized. Also, potential MAC schemes for LDR-LT applications were presented and analyzed by simulation.

Results indicated that UWB location and tracking capability can enable the introduction of power efficient and low-cost solutions, allowing for the development of innovative services and applications, opening new scenarios for both manufactures and service providers.
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